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ON SOME PROPERTIES OF q:>-MIXING PROCESS
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1. Introdueti8ll

Mixing theory was introduced probability theory by A. Renyi, in 1958

Subsequently, Bllingsley applied it in measure preserving transformation

and F. Papangelou extended to Markov processes whose shift transformation

is quasi-mixing (Lecture notes in mathematics 31. [5J pp. 2:12-2:19.)

From the view of the above mentioned works the theory is applicable in

the study of stochastic processes to investigate the independency of random

variable and the possibility to obtain the central limit theorem.
In this paper, I obtained some meaningful properties in the field of cp

mixing process by using Holder and Minkowski's inequality, Markov chain

and stationarity of process.

2. Backgound and definition
Let {Xn}, n=O, +1, +2. ..• , be a strictly stationary sequence of random

variables, defined on a probability space (Q, B, P), where Q is a sample
space, B is a u-field of subsets of Q and P is a probability measure on B.
For a<b define Mab as the u.field generated by the random variables {Xn}.

Similarly we can define M_:. and Maoo by the same way as above.

DEFINITION. If for each k( -oo<k<oo), n>l,

ElEM_ook, E2EMHn"",

IpeEl nE2) - P(El )· P(E2) I<so(n) peEl) (2-1)

then {Xn} EM_oooo is so·mixing process, where SO is a nonnegative function of

positive integers.

Note. If P(El»O then (2-1) is equivalent to
IP(EzIEl)-P(Ez) l$(j)(n) (2-2)

aad therefore (2-2) implies that if <pen) is small, El and E2 are virtually

independent.

In this paper I will use tM following Ietnmas without proofs.
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LEMMA I. In Markov process, if the transition matrix. (Puv}.is irret;lucible
and aperiodic, then pu.(n)----.pv (see [6J pp. 51-54).

LEMMA J[. If f and g are measurable function and if IfIp and Ig Iq
are integrable, where P>l and l/p+l/q=l, then fg is integrable, and for

each measureable set E,
LIfgl -< {L Ifl p} l/p{L Iqlq} 1Jq

(see [4J pp. 238-239).

3. If the transition matrix (Puv) is irreducible and aperiodic in Markov

process, we can prove the following Theorem I.

THEOREM I. Let {Xn} be a stationary Markov process with finite state

space. If the transition matrix (Pu.) is irreduceble and aperiodic, for

E 1= {Xk- i , "', x.} EM-~
E2= {XHn, "', XHn+J EMu':,

then we have

IpeEl nE 2) - P(El )· P(Ez) I-<.-p(n)P(El)-->O (3-1)

Proof: Let Pu be a stationary probability in Markov process, and let p u•

be the transition probability. Then we have generally

P {Xi= Uo, "', Xi+!= UI} = Puo PUoUl'" PU/_1PU/ (3-2)

for each finite sequence uo, Ul, "', UI of state.

Assume that the Pu are all positive, then we can easily know that

.-p(n) =maxIPu./Pv-l! (3-3)

is finite.

Using (3-2) we have

IP(E1nEz)-p(El)P(Ez) I
-< IPUoPUoUl,,,PUi-lUiPViVO(n) PVOVl'"PVj_lVj- PUoPuou,'" PUI-IUIPVOPVOv •••PVj.,Vj I
=PUo,,,PUi-,UII PUiVO(n)_ Pvol Pvov,'"PVj_,Vj

-:5.Puo"·PUi-lull PUtDo(n) - Pvo I
Thus, by Lemma I

.-p(n)=1im._~maxIPUiVO(n)-Pvol =0

then

!P(El nEz) - P(E1)P(Ez) I-<1p(n)P(E1)-->O

4. Using the Holder and Minkowski's inequality in lp-mixing process, we .
get the following result.

THEOREM IT. If {x,,} is tp-mixing process, and M_~, M H ': is the a-field
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generated by {Xn } for XEM-~, YEM.~::' (n2':O),

IE(XY) -E(X)E(Y) 1~2ipIP(n) {EIX jp}lIp{Ei Y[q}lq (4-1)

where

11

EIX[p<=, El Ylq<=, 1/P+1/q=1

Proof: At first, we suppose two case 9(n)=0 and \O(n)=l.

(i) 9(n) =0. X and Y independent to each other, and thus the inequality

(4-1) holds.

(ii) 9(n) =1. By Lemma n, the following holds evidently.

IE(XY) -ECX)ECY) 1= IE[X(Y-ECY»] I
~ {EjX!pFp{EI Y-E(Y) Iqpq

~2{EIXlp}I!p{EIYlqj1,q

(iii) the general case. Suppose

X=~UJ.4,' Y=~VJB,

where {AJ and {Bj} are finite decomposition of the sample space Q into

elements of M_~ and Mk+~'

IE(XY) -E(X)E(Y) I= IE;jU;vj[P(A;)P(BjIA;) -P(A;)P(Bj)] I
= l~u;P(A;) {~Vj(P(Bj lA;) -PCB)} I
= I~u;P(A;) 1 P[P(A;) l/qEVj (P(Bj lA;) - PCB) I
<: {~1 u,-PP(A;) I} lip {EP(A;) I~Vj (PCBj lA;)

-P(BYj1/q

But for each i,

1~Vj (P(Bj lA;) - F(B;) I q= I~v;(P(Bj lA;) - P(Bj) Iq (P(Bj lA;) - PCB) lpl q

~{Elv/(P(BjlA;)-P(Bj) I} {~IP(BjIA;)

-P(B) WP

and since

and so

{~P(Ai) I~vj(PCBj lA;) - PCBj» Iqll/q

~ {EP(A;) ECVj)q!P(Bj!A;) -PCBj» 11 {EIP(Bj !A;) -P(B) Iqlp} I/q

:::=Zlq{E! Ylqp9{EIP(Bj IA;)-P(Bj) Ill/Q
If C/[Ci-] is the union of Bj for which P(BjIA;)-P(Bj) is positive

(nonpositive), then C/, C j - lise in M H ': and hence

~IP(Bj lA;) -PCBj) 1=P(C/IA;) -pcc/) +Pccn -PCC;-IA;)<~Cn),

and then
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jE(XY) - E(X)E(Y) I<{E IX!PP1p 211q {El Ylqp1q 21Ipcp(n)llp

=2cp(n)I!p{EIXIP} lip {El Yjqp1q

5. THEOREM ill. Let {Xn} be stationary cp-mixing process and Sn= L: Xi-
;~l

if E (Xo) =0, E (X02) <00, then

n-1E(Sn2)_E(Xo2) +2:E E(XoXk) <4E(X02) t cp(k) 112
~-J 6-0

Proof. If Pk=E (XOXk) then by stationarity,
a

E (Sn2) = ~ E (X02) +2 L: E (XkX)
1""1 i-:;.j

a-I

=nPo+2L: (n-k)pk,-I
therefore

by theorem H.

E(Xtl) <2cp1l2 (0) E (X02)

IE(XOXk) I<2cpl/2(k)E(X02)

therefore

lima_~n-IE(Sn2)=E(Xo2) +2L: E(XOXk),-I
::;::2!p1l2(O)E(X02) +4 r; cp1l2(n)E(Xo2)

}=1
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